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lady  

students  

human  

art  

feeling  

supply  

corner  

electric  

insects  

crops  

tone  

hit  

sand  

doctor  

provide  

 

Writing Practice 
Directions:   Write the words on the lines. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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lady art corner crops sand 

students feeling electric tone doctor 

human supply insects hit provide 
 

   

   

   

   

   

 

  

Spelling Practice 
Directions:   Print each word into the box it fits. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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lady art corner crops sand 

students feeling electric tone doctor 

human supply insects hit provide 
 
 

 

 
 

 
  

Word Search 
Directions:   Find and circle the words. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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art   A.  where two lines meet  

corner   B.  what a girl grows up to be  

crops   C.  to touch with force 

doctor   D.  to present for use 

electric   E.  to give what someone needs 

feeling   F.  tiny parts of rock  

hit   G.  the making of a song, picture, or 

story 

human   H.  people who learn 

insects   I.  having the form of a person 

lady   
J.  farm plants 

provide   K.  anything which uses energy 

from small parts of matter  

sand   L.  a voice or music sound 

students   M.  a state of mind 

supply   
N.  a person trained to help 

the body 

tone   O.  living things with 

6 legs  
 

Matching 
Directions:    In the box by the word, write the letter of 
  its meaning. 
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enot Her voice has a clear, beautiful __ __ __ __. 

sypupl The school will __ __ __ __ __ __ your books. 

snttsude __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ in school learn many things. 

ansd Ocean waves make __ __ __ __ along the coast. 

pdeviro Mom will __ __ __ __ __ __ __ food for our trip. 

dayl She grew from a baby to a girl to a __ __ __ __. 

istcens The __ __ __ __ __ __ __ walk on six legs. 

umhan She gave her stick figure a __ __ __ __ __ face. 

iht The boy __ __ __ his friend with the ball. 

ifeegnl I had a __ __ __ __ __ __ __ that I would do well. 

ctrcilee Her car uses __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ power to go. 

octdro I need a __ __ __ __ __ __ for my broken arm. 

rcsop The farmers plant __ __ __ __ __ in the spring. 

nrreoc Two lines joined and made a __ __ __ __ __ __. 

atr I drew a picture for __ __ __ class. 
 

Word Scramble 
Directions:   Unscramble the word for the sentence. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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lady art corner crops sand 

students feeling electric tone doctor 

human supply insects hit provide 
 

1.  You must _________________________your own paper for school. 

2.  The teacher will _________________________ tests for the class. 

3.  The streets meet at the ___________________________. 

4.  The music instruments have a good _________________________. 

5.  A __________________________will make your broken leg better. 

6.  The __________________________voice makes sounds and words. 

7.  That beautiful ___________________________ is her teacher. 

8.  Ocean waves turn rocks into ___________________________. 

9.  Love is a ___________________________ that makes me happy. 

10.  He will paint a picture for ___________________________ class. 

11.  He fell when the door ___________________________ him. 

12.  Farm animals eat ___________________________ . 

13.  ___________________________ power makes many machines run. 

14.  ___________________________ can walk on six legs or fly. 

15.  ___________________________ at our school study English. 
 

Finish the Sentence 
Directions:   Write a word which belongs in the sentence. 


